ARE YOU READY FOR A CAREER IN EHS CONSULTING?

Trinity Consultants
EHS Solutions Delivered Uncommonly Well
Are you ready for a career in EHS consulting?

Are you a problem solver? A quick study? Would your friends and family describe you as an over-achiever? If so, a career in EHS consulting may be right for you.

As a consultant, you will work on project teams to assist clients in meeting legal obligations related to the impact of their operations on the environment, and the health and safety of their employees. The work is technically challenging; the clients are varied; and the culture is casual yet dynamic. Sound intriguing? Read on.

Founded in 1974, Trinity Consultants is an international EHS consulting firm that is perhaps best known for its expertise in industrial air quality issues, although we know/do much more.

We hire top-flight graduates and provide the training and support you need to become a professional EHS consultant. At Trinity, you will spend your time problem solving and collaborating with your colleagues:

- **Working on project teams** to meet client needs
- **Reviewing regulations** to determine if and how they apply to the client
- **Performing technical assessments** such as air dispersion modeling to assess clients’ off-site impacts
- **Evaluating options** for minimizing clients’ compliance burdens while meeting legal requirements
- **Negotiating** with regulatory personnel on behalf of clients

“Trinity provides engineering graduates with an opportunity to use a combination of technical and communication skills. Here, most consultants are interacting with clients on a day-to-day basis.”

– Associate Consultant
Honestly, EHS consulting is not for everyone. You must be able to serve multiple clients simultaneously (often in different industries), think strategically, develop creative solutions, and communicate effectively with clients and regulators. The rewards, however, match the challenges—stimulating work, diverse and exceptional co-workers, supportive managers, competitive pay, and rapid advancement opportunities.

PUT YOUR DEGREE TO WORK.

At Trinity, you will use your engineering education to solve challenging EHS problems. The job requires a strong math and science orientation and a basic understanding of chemical and environmental processes. With this foundation and extensive training in regulatory requirements, you will learn to help clients achieve compliance while maximizing operational flexibility.

LEARN NEW SKILLS.

As an Associate Consultant, you will receive the information, training, and coaching needed to be successful. You will learn how to interact with clients to clarify their needs, how to scope and perform the necessary project tasks, and how to negotiate with regulatory personnel. As you progress, you will develop technically and learn to manage projects and people.

MAKE AN IMPACT.

Many of our clients are household names and industry leaders. This means you will be addressing the EHS issues of some of the biggest companies, learning about their industries and challenges, and making an impact on their operations, and ultimately, on the community at large.
ARE YOU READY TO GROW YOUR CAREER?

From a one-man operation at its founding, Trinity has grown to nearly 70 offices across North America and in Europe, Asia, and Australia. Our growth history is exceptional, and we are limited almost solely by our ability to hire the right people for the job.

From the start, new consultants are assigned to project teams and trained in their areas of responsibility, quickly gaining technical experience and interacting with clients and regulators. Over time, consultants may elect to focus on a technical path or pursue a role in business development, project management, or business management. Trinity’s educational assistance program is available to assist in obtaining an advanced degree to support career progression.
Are you ready to make your mark?

For those with the ability and drive to pursue a career in EHS consulting, Trinity Consultants is a great place to start. From ongoing professional development to total compensation and quality of life considerations, Trinity is committed to creating a workplace that enables its employees to thrive.

Professional Development
- Extensive training and guidance
- Career development program
- Knowledge-sharing technology
- Tuition reimbursement

Work/Life Benefits
- Flexible work schedule
- Employee recognition program
- Employee outings
- Health club discount

Compensation/ Benefits
- Competitive salaries
- Health and life insurance
- 401(k) plan
- Paid time off
- Paid holidays

“Consultants are given a lot of responsibility early in their careers and are given project work for multiple clients. This allows much more variety than would be found working in industry. In addition, at Trinity, you don’t have to pigeon-hole yourself into becoming an expert in one industry.”

– Senior Consultant
Trinity operates in three core capability areas and assists its clients through a combination of consulting support, technology-based solutions, professional training, and staffing services. Associate Consultants are able to participate in a wide variety of projects where they work with teams to solve real-world environmental/industrial problems.
“Thanks to Trinity’s outstanding work, dedication to the project, and their relationship with the permitting agency, our application was completed on an extremely tight schedule and the permit was issued quickly.”
– Satisfied Client